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Like every twelve months at the beginning of a new year, also in 2015 promises are made and expectations
are announced. Noting across the board satisfaction for 2014 we may hope equally appealing developments for
Belgian business in Romania this year. The visibility of Belgian quality products and services will in 2015 receive
support from traditional products like beer and chocolate but also from events like the third Belgian Week in
Bucharest, exhibitions scheduled on the First World War or on Nero cartoons, participation in theater and film
festivals or the publication of the third volume on the bilateral relations. January is also the count down for some of
us. My professional career in Romania will end in August while Dirk Timmerman and Paul Reynders will have to
get used to a new rhythm of life in a few months. New faces will appear and also new economic activities. Since
Belgian steel cord specialist Bekaert took over Pirelli steel cord plants, the Belgian branding of the Slatina site is
becoming a reality. Mega Image is starting the year with a dynamic image after the acquisition of Angst shops. Its
Wine corner and its Equilibrium Health & Wellness concept corner aim to convince customers of the attractiveness
of its quality label. Martens brewery in Galati has also developed a new original concept with Steiger Legacy, a
Belgian IPA beer and MaDonna Twist, a mix of Belgian style white beer and blackcurrant juice. Liebrecht &
Wood is confirming its investment in the Cernica park with the completion and inauguration of the A2 highway exit
in February. Good infrastructure is important for a good business environment. DG Experts, specialized in
handling dangerous goods, belongs to those companies that daily are confronted with differentiation in the quality
of infrastructure. Like DGE, opening a subsidiary in Bulgaria, several other Belgian companies are more and more
thinking cross-border. 2015 might thus become the year of outreach with a stronger regional involvement for
Belgian business or of decentralized engagement as is shown by BEROBA with the creation of a Cluj chapter.
Philippe Beke
Ambassador of Belgium
Bekaert completes acquisition of Slatina steel cord plant
The Bekaert company (www.bekaert.com) with headquarters in Kortrijk
(Western Flanders) is one the Belgian star multinationals. It is a world market and
technology leader in steel wire transformation and coatings. Listed on the Euronext stock exchange,
Bekaert is a global company, employing 27 000 people worldwide and serving customers in 120 countries.
Bekaert pursues sustainable profitable growth in all its activities and generated combined sales of € 4.1
billion in 2013. The story of Bekaert starts in Zwevegem, a rural village where local farmers were faced with the perennial problem
of cattle showing the stubborn habit of straying beyond the boundaries of their fields so damaging other people’s property. Leo
Leander Bekaert translated this issue into a business opportunity by starting up a small business in barbed wire in 1880. In 1881 he
patents this invention and, in next to no time, recruits most of the village to work at home making ‘crowns’ enabling Bekaert to
continue producing at full speed. The business expanded to a factory production facility before the First World War. In the
Interbellum period new products were added and subsidiaries outside of Belgium were opened. The post-war period brought about
a great evolution in the Bekaert technologies, introducing high-carbon steel wire, welded mesh, a great variety of new coatings and
stainless steel wire products. In the early 1970s, two oil price shocks forced the international community to find solutions on
reduction of oil consumption. That is how Bekaert got involved in producing thinner and stronger wires for tires. At the end of the
th
20 century diversification became for Bekaert a long-term priority in different steel wire applications of which the introduction of
Dramix® steel fibers in construction business would meet a major success. Starting from 2001 Asia and South-America grew
significantly as markets and production footprint. 2005 was the year of its 125th anniversary and launching a new corporate identity
with a baseline better together. Further growth brought Bekaert to continue its acquisition policy by taking over 2 Bridgestone steel
cord plants in 2010. In 2014 the acquisition procedure started to take over the Pirelli steel cord plants in Figline (Italy), Slatina
(Romania), Izmit (Turkey), Yanzhou (China) and Sumaré (Brazil). As a part of this transaction, a long-term supply for the delivery of
Bekaert tire cord products to Pirelli was agreed. Since all procedures for the Slatina plant were duly finalized, a full integration will
follow. The Romanian site started operations in 2005. With a production capacity on the existing machine park of 43 kt tire cord it
employs currently 499 staff that will work as before under the same plant management team. Info: katelijn.bohez@bekaert.com
Liebrecht & WooD inaugurate A2 highway exit for Cernica Park
The Belgian real estate developer Liebrecht & WooD Group
(www.liebrecht-wood.com) with headquarters in Gent is active since
2001 in Romania. Its latest project, the Cernica Park in the vicinity of
Cernica and Fundeni, east of Bucharest, is advancing well with the completion of the A2 highway exit as
first step towards the shaping of a modern retail park. The road investment, valued at five million Euro
on a total of 110 million Euro for the whole project, will facilitate residents of both locations an improved
access to and from Bucharest. Cernica Park (www.cernicapark.com) has the ambition to become by 2016 an international
shopping destination, serving over 3 million people within a 90 minute-drive. It will offer 87.000 m² of retail space on a 34 ha
plot of land, including over 3.500 parking places. The retail park will comprise a mix of functions with a Fashion House Outlet
Centre, a hypermarket, a traditional shopping gallery, a DIY store, a sporting goods store and several other commercial
th
activities. At the occasion of the inauguration of a new highway connection on Tuesday 10 of February, an appropriate event
with ribbon cutting is scheduled at 11:00 in presence of the mayors of Fundeni and Cernica. Info: Didier@liebrecht-wood.com

Mega Image entered the top 30 of companies in Romania, operating 410 shops and 8.000 staff beginning of 2015
The year 2014 boosted the number of Mega Image shops in Romania with 118 new unities. In total
410 shops are opened at the end of January 2015, mainly in Bucharest but also in several places up to
Brasov, Pitești, Constanța and Giurgiu. In particular the recent take-over of 19 Angst stores significantly
paved the way for the Delhaize daughter to reach a top 30 position in company ranking in Romania. This
acquisition will allow, after remodeling to Mega Image or Shop&Go standards in Bucharest, Otopeni and
Buftea to widen the customer scope. An agreement was equally reached on the distribution of Angst
in the Mega Image stores, including 8 Angst Corners in the following Mega Image stores: București Mall,
Piața Vitan, Avrig, Dristor 2, Eva, Piața Sudului, Piața Gemeni and Mogoșoaia. Other 2014 realisations
were the e-commerce partnership with eMAG under the concept Supermarket la tine acasă next to the
opening of a premium Wine Gallery in Mega Image București Mall. Mega Image also achieved a 100%
Green energy in all of its Bucharest and Ilfov stores. For 2015 the retailer plans more acquisitions. Mega
Image belongs with Profi, Penny Market, Lidl and Kaufland to the store chains that currently advance the
most in expansion in Romania. Mega Image distinguishes itself by investing also in innovation and quality
service. With the recent opening of the first Equilibrium Health & Wellness Concept Store as a shop in
shop concept, established as a start in the Piața Sudului store, this ambition has received beginning 2015
a prompt implementation. This concept corner offers a wide range of food and non-food products for a
more balanced, healthier and more natural lifestyle. In the philosophy of appealing to the demands
of its clients the Equilibrium Health & Wellness Concept Corner has been organized with an orientation to
over 10 categories containing a selection of 2.500 products covering organic food, spices,supplements,
sports nutrition, seeds & sprouts, raw-vegan, vitamins, organic cleaning products, natural cosmetics and
spa. In order to guarantee a sustainable expansion, Mega Image has a second logistic center at staple.
The land hereto was purchased on a location north of Bucharest, which strategically fits into the policy of
growth. Belgian mother company Delhaize has shown great satisfaction on the sales results for 2014 and
on the positioning in the market, ending the year with 401 stores spread over 205 Shop & Go, 194 Mega
Image next to one AB Cool Food and one Mega Drive (eMAG). Info: LGhindaoanu@mega-image.ro
The Martens brewery in Galați creates MaDonna Twist and Steiner Legacy
The Martens family brewery has been brewing beer for over 255 years in Bocholt (Prov.
of Limburg). With the professional background of eight generations, the company could create splendid
beers like Seizoens, without losing sight of the traditional pilsner beer for which the company in Belgium has
its own brand Martens on the market and has developed moreover a niche position in the white label market.
Outside of Belgium, the company has a brewery in China (Shanghai – 2008) and Romania. The acquisition of
a Galați brewery in 1998 provided for Brouwerij Martens an interesting access to the Romanian beer market with
excellent local ingredients and a traditionally stable beer market. This flourishing environment made the company
invest in modernizing the plant but also in developing new products. This creative work has resulted in improving
the existing production but also in developing new products. In the beginning of 2015 Martens Galați comes up
with two innovative products, the MaDonna Twist, a mix of Belgian style white beer and blackcurrant juice and
Steiner Legacy, a Belgian IPA beer. The MaDonna Twist experience is very much the same as a walk in a cool summer
evening: the effect is refreshing but at the same time delightful for all senses. Martens Galați, which has a turn over of 33 million
lei (2013) and employs 125 staff, expects a lot from MaDonna Twist but also from Steiner Legacy which will be on the market
in February 2015. Cheers to the new year! Info: marius.nazare@martens.ro
DG Experts Romania expands its commercial activities to Bulgaria
Shipping dangerous goods is a business on its own. Since 2010 Belgian experts have
developed in Romania activities which as DGCM were originally mainly oriented towards air transport of hazardous goods for
chemical and petro-chemical industry, pharmaceuticals, medical applications and automotive industry. After a restructuration the
business unit could find in 2014 the dynamic growth it was looking for. The services that the newly established company
Dangerous Goods Experts (www.dgexperts.com) provides include analysis, packing as DGSA for logistics & transport. The
products concern amongst other hazard- & handling labels, absorbent materials and DG protection products. DG Experts is also
specialized and experienced partner worldwide in class 1 for explosives and class 7 for radioactive material. Within Romania as
reference clients Schlumberger, DHL, Fedex, UPS, DG Experts is expanding its services to Bulgaria where new commercial
activities will be developed for international and local clients. Info: Patrick.meirte@dgexperts.com
BEROBA SAVE THE DATE: Alexandru Năstase, State Secretary in charge of foreign investment
and public-private partnership is guest on the power lunch of Thursday 19.02.15 at 12:30 in Marshall
Garden hotel. Subscribe on info@beroba.com. As usual the principle is, first comes, first served.
BEROBA MEMBERSHIP 2015: Consult the BEROBA website to find out about the Gold and Silver card
membership advantages. Consult www.beroba.com for info on future activities and membership issues. BEROBA Board has
decided to set up a Cluj Chapter for companies in North and Central Transylvania. Further info contact: Bart.dobbelaere@vpk.ro
……….Flash & Agenda……….
Tim Helsen was appointed as the Managing Director for UPS Romania/Hungary/Greece based in Otopeni/Bucharest* Eduard
Fron is 2015 ad–interim president of the social platform LimPRo vzw - www.limpro.t15.org/public_html/Limpro/index.html* For
the 2015 World War I commemorations in Belgium surf to www.be14-18.be # www.flandersfields.be # www.wbi.be* The
English edition of the second volume on the Belgian-Romanian relations during the Interbellum is available at 9 Euro –
Charlotte.VanDenAbeele@diplobel.fed.be* 6-9.02 Brussels EXPO: Participation of Romania in the Brussels Tourism Fair*
th
08.02 Geel feestzaal Van Elsum: 24 Roemeens restaurant organized by vzw Geels Roemeniëkomitee from 11:30 till
14:00 and 17:00 till 19:00 – for registration contact jozef.goebels@skynet.be # paul.helsen@pandora.be* 11.02 Hamme
CC Jan Tervaert: projection in the evening of the Belgian-Romanian Waiting for August documentary in support of Schitu

